
 
 

Cool Way To Use The Core Funnels PLR Package 
 

 
In this training I’m going to show you how to deploy an entire funnel and 
online business using the Core Funnels program! 
 
I’m going to show you exactly what pages to create.  
 
How to arrange the content for maximum sales and authority. 
 
Recommended price points. 
 
And everything in between. 
 
So let’s jump in... 
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In this training we’re going to be creating a book funnel. But not just any old 
book funnel. This is a twist on a highly effective funnel. We’ll call it the 
“Digital Book Funnel.”  
 
Now that we have a cool name for it, let’s roll. 
 
Before we go on, let me say this… 
 
DON’T OVERLOOK THIS. I know a lot of people see book funnel and 
instantly think, not for me...but stick with me, this is huge. 
 
There is massive opportunity out there right now for this type of funnel. 
 
And no, you don’t have to set up a Free Plus Shipping book funnel or 
anything crazy like that for this to work. 
 
Here’s how it works.  
 
First of all, I want you to think about some of the top influencers in the 
online marketplace.  
 
What do they have? 
 
Usually a couple of things: 
 

1. A video course or courses 
2. A book 
3. A funnel that promotes all of it. 

 
So here is how you create a funnel just like the top influencers using the 
Core Funnels package! 



 
 
First you’re going to take the ebook inside the front-end package and set it 
up as a low ticket $7 to $17 offer. It looks like this: 
 

 
 

 



 
 
Congratulations, you are now a published author ← Im not kidding!  
 
Having this gives you instant credibility and it can be incredibly powerful. 
 
Next, take the slides in the Platinum Upgrade and record a video course of 
the content. You will find all the slides inside the Course Customizer Kit. 
Add a little extra insight to it and some short assignments to really add 
value and create a high quality course. 
 
If you don’t want to grab the platinum package create your own slides from 
the module content. However, all the the slides in the Platinum Package 
are already high quality and done for you. They look like this: 
 

 
 
I recommend selling the course for $97 to $297. If you really put some work 
into it you can easily charge $497 to $1,000 for it. 
 
Next load up the included minisite to your website. 
 
This will take the included lead magnet report (The 5 Components Of A 
Successful Sales Funnel), the squeeze page and sales page and put them 
on your site.  
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Change the copy on the sales page a bit to reflect the book and swap out 
the images for the book cover. 
 
Next connect the squeeze page up with your autoresponder and add your 
buy button to the sales page of the book. Here are the pages to the funnel 
you can load to your site: 
 

 
 
Next, create a simple upsell video upselling the course. I’ll even write the 
script for your right now. 
 
Hey there, [YOUR NAME HERE] here… 
  
And first of all I would just like to thank you for purchasing THE CORE 
FUNNELS BOOK! 
  
Inside this life changing book you will learn about 12 of the most effective 
online marketing funnels and which one you should deploy for your online 
business. 
 



 
In just a few moments you will receive access information to download your 
copy of the book. 
  
Now, before you go I have a special offer for you. 
  
Everything I have given you in the Core Funnels book is powerful. 
  
But I want to take things as easy and as fast as possible for you to get 
results. 
  
So I decided that I would like to offer you the chance to get the entire Core 
Funnels video Program! 
  
Inside this 12 module video course you will get step by step 
instruction on how to deploy each funnel. Here’s just a taste of what 
you get inside this program: 
 

● A step by step walkthrough of 12 of the most popular online sales 
funnels. 

● The Affiliate Funnel. Inside this module you will learn how to setup 
the ULTIMATE affiliate funnel. You’ll even learn the secret technique 
for building a buyers list as an affiliate! 

● The High Ticket Coaching / Service Funnel. This funnel is all about 
bringing in the big bucks selling high ticket coaching and services. 
Most people have no idea how to set this up...but you will! 

● The Cheat Sheet Funnel. This is one of the most popular and most 
effective sales funnels in existence. Why? Because this funnel 
converts. People love cheat sheets and a cheat sheet funnel makes it 
even better. 

● The Ascension Funnel. No sales funnel training would be complete 
without the ascension funnel. This funnel is designed to strategically 



 
ascend customers from one product to the next for maximum 
conversions. 

● The Continuity Funnel. This is one of the best funnels around when 
it comes to creating monthly recurring revenue (MRR). Learn how to 
set up a membership funnel that maximizes conversions and life-time 
member value at the same time! 

  
So if you want The Core Funnels Video Program 
  
Upgrade your order now by clicking the buy button below. 
 
 

 
 
Use the VSL slide presentation in the Platinum package to create your VSL 
slides using the script above! 
 
Record your upsell video 
 
Create your upsell page with a headline at the top that says.  
 

Thanks For Your Purchase! 
 

Watch the short video below for access instructions. 
 

[VIDEO] 
 

[BUY BUTTON] 
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Set up your access pages. For the book, modify the thank you page for the 
free guide. Then use the regular access page for the course. Or rebuild 
them in your favorite page building tool. 
 
**Funnel Draft** 
 
Connect all the technical pieces together using something like Warriorplus, 
JVzoo, or Thrivecart. 
 
Finally, write 2 short email sequences.  

1. That promotes the book for people that don’t buy it immediately after 
opting in. 

2. That promotes the course to people that buy the book but don’t buy the 
course. 
 
And there you have it! A ready to deploy Authority Funnel in one of the 
hottest niches out there right now :). 
 

Grab you copy of the Core Funnels PLR Package here: 
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